1. CONFLICT I
A bomb explodes, a life eroded
Millions screaming, arguing whose side is guilty
Permeate the road, rewrite the code
Become the saviour you always thought you could be
Eye for an eye, truth for a truth
Your enemy fears you
Honesty or image
The whole wide world will not listen to you
So what's your message, who are you
At a loss for sympathy,
Afraid of those afraid of the unknown
Up on their throne
Watching those with no empathy
Telling myself they tell themselves to grow
All on their own
Got nothing left to say
Honesty or image
The whole wide world will not listen to you
So what's your message, who are you
Redemption, ascension
Beyond yourself and what is true
Revolution
Torn between the empire
Or following my desire
Burn the system to the ground
So it is lost and never found
Reject the change, choose to resist
Erase the rejects from the list
Embrace mutual annihilation
Fear will fail us all

2. PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH
Practice what you preach
What lies beneath
A frail thin shell tore by teeth
Make one false move, start to break
Cry for help, it's too late, your mistake
Living up to what I've written
Leaving some truths unspoken
Is it my turn, my time to burn yet, am I now vilified
Is my fate now set, you won't decide
Kill your high horse
Get down one more notch
Where's the compassion
Now that you've become the ruler
Kill your high horse
Get back down to earth
Being a gatekeeper
Won't keep you inside forever
Spread so thin, where do I begin
Searching for the truth, I'm failing
Wondering if it even exists
Humility, finding a place for me
Living on the edge of reason
Changing faith with every season
Traitor!
Kill your high horse
Get down one more notch
Where's the compassion
Now that you've become the ruler
Kill your high horse
Get back down to earth
Being a gatekeeper
Won't keep you inside forever
Your inner transgressions come to life

Spitting on us, not lending a hand
Miserable, one day you'll understand
Practice what you preach
Learn what you teach
A walking contradiction
A hypocrite, no self-reflection
Your inner transgressions come to life
What lies beneath
A frail thin shell tore by teeth
Make one false move, start to break
Cry for help, it's too late, your mistake
I can't wait to watch you fall

3. EXILED
Today they fall asleep
Tomorrow feels the same
But not the same to me
For me it slips away
Feeling left alone
Wrestling with my thoughts, I can't break through
Fighting on my own
Trusting no one, coming undone
Turned upside down, I won't be drowned
Excluded from respect, pushing through disconnect
My mask came off today
Starting again from zero
I won't be, living through you, feeling through you
Your fear won't run through me
You won't become the hero
Seething through my skin
Won't be defiled, won't be exiled
To sell my soul, to make me new
Is to accept your point of view
Out of my mind, falling behind
Finding myself and what is true
Revolution
My mask came off today
Starting again from zero
I won't be, living through you, feeling through you
Your fear won't run through me
You won't become the hero
Seething through my skin
I won't be exiled
I won't be exiled
Pushing through you, feeding from you
To sell my soul, to make me new
Is to accept your point of view

4. DIMENSIONS APART
Is this where we're headed
Am I dissociating? Is it a simulation?
Reflection of the past, or a glimpse of our future
Must stop daydreaming, I need to step up
It’s time to get up and start doing what’s right
There’s no redemption for those who stay down
Is this where we’re headed
We are dimensions apart
Stronger when we’re united
We may be strong but we ain’t immortal
I won’t be disconnected
We will pull through please stay calm
Though our strength will be tested
We won’t let this world collapse
Our planet is at the brink of destruction
We can’t erase the mistakes we’ve made
Clock is ticking
Technology rising
It’s time for change
Time for a fresh start
Ignorant
You’re avoiding the truth
Evolution
Is the only way
This is a war, a fight for our future
We must stop them now, they will break the link
We must stop them now, or we wake up dead
(Erasing) Our only hope
(Deleting) Our chance of success

Time to reconnect
Is this where we’re headed
We are dimensions apart
Stronger when we’re united
We may be strong but we ain’t immortal
I won’t be disconnected
We will pull through please stay calm
Though our strength will be tested
We won’t let this world collapse
Our failure ain’t set in stone

5. FROM ONE SIDE TO ANOTHER
The wind is swaying, from one side to another
One-track mind
Left or right
Black or white
I’m torn apart, what do I do
It’s up to me, but I don’t know better
I can’t change my aspirations
Despite knowing the challenge along the way
What if I move on clueless of the path?
Being so average in the aftermath?
No room for failure
If I do fail, my life shatters
All this pressure
Because everything matters
I can’t change my aspirations
Despite knowing the challenge along the way
Along the way
Can’t let myself go astray
I can’t run from who I chose to be
This is the way
I risk putting myself in a state of constant disappointment
But it brings a sense of purpose, brings me where I wish to go
Alone in the grey, taking comfort in the shades
Will its light show me the way
Follow myself in my intuitions until the day
(The wind is swaying, from one side to another)
Salvation finally comes for me
This is the way
This is my way

6. MOONRIDER
Today they fall asleep
Tomorrow feels the same
Not the same to me
For me it slips away
Sitting on the edge of reason
Set upon my ways
Struggling to get through the question
And do instead of say
Alone in my quest
Alone in this test
Reaching towards perfection
Unreachable obsession
Feeling
Screaming
Through this veil upon society
This may be my last season
I'm leaving soon
Riding to the moon
Today they fall asleep
Tomorrow feels the same
Not the same to me
For me it slips away
It's not worth the effort
The struggle never ending
Felt exiled and so alone
For so long and I won't come home
I won't come home
I'm leaving soon
Riding to the moon

